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Our legal history

•The first step in establishing ourselves financially was to 
decide where IUAF would be incorporated.

•The board decided to incorporate IUAF in the Czech Republic 
following the July 2019 offer of:

• its Government to fund us; and 
• the Faculty of Tropical AgriSciences of the Czech University of Life 

Sciences in Prague to host our offices rent-free and to provide us 
with administrative backup.





•Following the negotiation of memorandums of 
understanding etc., the IUAF was formally 
incorporated in the Czech Republic on 1 July 2019.

•Two bank accounts (one each in Czech koruna and 
Euros) were opened with CSOB in Prague on in 
September 2020 (Pandemic delay).



Financial highlights

• At our founding, we owned an IOU for €9 555 from EURAF, as custodians of 
the grant gifted to IUAF from the profits of the 2019 World Congress on 
Agroforestry in Montpellier. This was remitted to our account in 2 
transfers: 

• €5 000 on 7 October 2020 and 
• €4 555 on 26 october 2020 

• On 7 April 2021, we received a grant of 1 889 400 CZK (€ 76 727.40 at the 
time) from the Czech Government through Lesy České Republiky, the Czech 
State Forest Institute.

• As our mandate includes support for world congresses, on 28th December 
2021, we transferred €62 000 as a grand to Conferium, the organisers of 
the 2022 World Congress



2020 balance sheet



2021 balance sheet



Overview of account movements 
official accountancy report to be approved  by GA (Balotilo)



Financial Outlook for 2023

• Income 2023:
• Czech government
• French goernment
• Annual Membership fees (to be paid by 31 April 2023) about 700 members,  

+/- € 14 000

•Expenses 2023
• Secretary General : fingers crossed
• Legal, accounts, web site, board meeting
• Provision to support WCA2025

Forests of the Czech Republic, state enterprise 


